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What is the IOSS and why are the EU doing this?
The Import One-Stop-Shop (IOSS) was created to facilitate and simplify the declaration 
and payment of VAT for distance sales of imported goods with a value not exceeding 
€150. This IOSS will also prevent fraud and generate more tax income for the EU.

Does it affect me?
Sending eCom sales directly into the EU? Then yes, it does. You’ll need to use your IOSS ID 
number for sales sent directly from the UK. Sales that are picked and packed from your 
Amazon or eBay listings to the EU will also use their IOSS ID. For other marketplaces and 
sales channels, you will be required to supply your own individual IOSS ID. 

Which shipments does it affect?
Everything that is sent into the EU D2C with a value between €0 to €150. The previous 
scheme of “no VAT applied to shipments valued under €22” will be discontinued. 

What do I need to do before 1st of July 2021?
You will need to register for VAT and an IOSS ID in one European country. You must 
access an EU IOSS ID and VAT number through monthly returns to get you fully 
operational for the 1st of July 2021. See point 6 below. If you need any assistance we can 
put you in touch with our partner SimplyVAT who will guide you through the process.

What’s an IOSS ID?
Using your Import One-Stop-Shop ID, you can clear all your parcels into the EU through 
one EU VAT number (with your IOSS ID number too) and pay VAT to all the countries 
you’ve sold to via the same VAT number.
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Where do I get an IOSS ID?
You’ll need to apply for an IOSS ID number in the country you registered for your EU 
VAT number. Registering is open now. We understand the current ability to register is 
country-specific, but most IOSS registration portals have been open since from mid-
May 2021. SimplyVAT will be happy to guide you through the process if required. 

When do I need to charge EU VAT?
During the checkout process, like with UK VAT, you will need to obtain the correct 
EU VAT in the European country where your buyer is residing. The smoothest way to 
achieve this is by applying the appropriate country VAT rate once you’ve captured 
your buyer’s delivery address and country. However, if you account for the EU VAT, 
you must take the appropriate payments on your checkout to cover the VAT due in 
your monthly EU VAT return. 

How do I make sure that my EU VAT number and IOSS ID is used by  
EU customs?
When you export into the EU, you’ll need to include your new EU VAT number and 
IOSS ID on the clearance information you usually provide. Most of you will provide 
this export data to us electronically when the parcels are shipped. 
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What do I need to do with my EU VAT number?
The new VAT process will be much more streamlined than the current system of 
sending DDP, for example.  Once you’re set up with your IOSS ID, you’ll know how much 
EU VAT you must pay, based on your EU sales and the EU VAT that you’re charged. 
Remember, you have already set and banked the EU VAT due at checkout (see point 7 
above). Easy! 

Why do I pay EU VAT in one country whilst my buyer is in another?
That’s why it is called Import One Stop Shop. If you need any assistance, SimplyVAT will 
help with this. 

But the value of my EU eCom sale was over €150?
Continue to send these DDP. We can help with that too. Just ask.

How about getting VAT back on any returns?
Speak to your friendly BDM about how SimplyVAT can give you a hand. 
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Still unsure? 
Feel free to contact SimplyVAT for any help! If you 
have complex questions, there’s a vast amount more 
information here if you’re feeling keen.

Visit Huboo to find out more:

Connect with Huboo

huboo.co.uk

#FulfilmentMadeEasy 
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